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There is considerable evidence that women encounter a "glass ceiling" or barrier to
advancement into the executive ranks of organizations. Although many expected this
barrier to be obliterated with the large influx of women entering the work force over the
last two decades, little change has actually occurred in the most senior ranks. In most
sectors, women still comprise less than 5 percent of board directorships and corporate
officerships.

This article focuses on emerging evidence which indicates tiiat the trend in U.S.
corporations toward high-involvement work teams, consensus decision making, and em-
pozoerment may actually benefit the leadership styles that women already exhibit. Prelimi-
nary ezndence is also provided which indicates that female managers are seen as more
transformational than their male counterparts—a leadership style that has been shown to
have a strong positive impact on individual, group, and organizational performance. ©
1994 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

On "60 Minutes" (October 21, 1991) former Italian Foreign Minister
Giovanni Michalis, who preferred to employ women on his staff, argued
that women might dominate the positions of power in the near future as
men do today. Far-fetched for a culture comprised of organizations cur-
rently dominated by males? So far, despite decades of affirmative action
in the United States, and the full emergence of women in the work
place, top management remains mainly a men's club and, management
in general is still seen as a man's job despite the many women who have
attained supervisory and management positions (Van Velsor, 1987).

Ironically, some women advocates have argued that females actually
have lost ground over the last decade rather than gained ground (Eagly
& Crowley, 1986). In a recent survey of 400 female managers reported in
Business Week (Anon, June 8, 1992), over half the managers polled indi-
cated that progress was slowing with regard to the hiring and promotion
of women in United States (US) organizations. Seventy percent saw the
male-dominated corporate culture as a significant block to their success.
Perhaps most disturbing was that nearly one-third of the sample be-
lieved that the number of female managers being promoted into executive
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ranks will either stay the same or drop over the next five years. Support-
ing their high degree of pessimism is the fact that 95 percent of senior
management is still male. It seems obvious that women simply have not
advanced to the top ranks in direct proportion to their participation in
the work force.

Perhaps women have shattered a glass ceiling of a different sort.
Specifically, there are now 4 million female entrepreneurs who started
their own corporations in the United States. The enormous growth of
female entrepreneurs may be partially attributed to the corporate ceiling
remaining rigid to advancing women into the upper ranks (Segal &
Zelner, 1992).

The current percentage of women in top corporate positions may be
unlikely to detect a possibly oncoming sharp break with the past. We
foresee a potential shattering of the glass ceiling based on results sum-
marized later in this article. These results indicate that females display
behaviors and characteristics that have been related to higher levels of
effort, performance, and advancement across organizations. Conven-
tional wisdom would have it otherwise, and it may be that it is this
conventional wisdom that holds women back from promotion into sen-
ior management.

LOOKING BACK IN TIME

The same conventional wisdom that may inhibit female managers
from ascending to senior management ranks in organizations today,
may also account for the following outcome noted at NASA back in the
1960s. In 1962, NASA tested 25 female pilots along with male applicants
for the astronaut program.

I was painfully aware of the absence on screen of 25 female pilots who
had been given the same tests as John Glenn and Alan Shepard and had
passed them with flying colors. Indeed, one of them, Jerrie Cobb, had
entered the program with twice as many air miles as John Glenn, and also
emerged lucid from hours in a sensory deprivation tank that had left a
male astronaut crying and imagining he heard dogs barking. By its end,
this first Mercury Program had found that women in general were more
resistant to radiation, less subject to heart attacks, and better able to en-
dure extremes of heat, cold, pain, noise, and loneliness. Since they
weighed less than the men and required less food and oxygen, they would
also have saved money in the expensive per-pound business of capsule
launching. Nonetheless, their success seemed to come as such a shock that
NASA simply decreed: No women. (Steinem, 1992, p. Cl-1)

IN A MORE CURRENT SETTING

An unusual setting perhaps to examine the ascendance of women
into executive policy-making roles occurred at the 1992 Earth Summit. A
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coalition called the "World Congress of Women for a Healthy Planet"
argued that an integral problem in nations worldwide is the subordina-
tion of women. Frank Allen, the author of the article, noted that the
summit itself reflected the state of the world regarding women in execu-
tive decision-making roles. "Men dominated delegation rosters, plenary
sessions and high level treaty negotiations, while women answered
phones, made photo copies and served coffee" (Wall Street Journal, June
30, 1992, p. B4).

HOW DIFFERENT ARE MEN AND WOMEN LEADERS?

A perennial question that continues to guide research which com-
pares men and women managers headed an article appearing in the
December 1990 issue of Fortune magazine. Jaclyn Fiermani wrote, "Do
women manage differently?" Similarly, Sharon Nelton in Nation's Busi-
ness, 1991 wrote, "Are women's leadership styles different from men's?"
Ms. Fiermani's response was "Yes, . . . and they're far better suited than
men to run companies in the nineties." (p. 115). However, there are
exceptions to this conclusion. For example, Donnell and Hall compared
2,000 matched pairs of male and female managers and concluded that,
"the disproportionately low numbers of women in management can no
longer be explained away by the contention that women practice a differ-
ent brand of management from that practiced by men (Donnell & Hall,
1980, p. 76). In that same Fortune article cited above, Gary Powell sug-
gested that "Those who choose managerial careers, like firefighters,
have a lot in common. The best embody stereotypes of both genders"
(Powell, 1993, p. 116).

Returning to Ms. Nelton, after posing the question of whether men
manage differently than women she goes on to say that the new genera-
tion of women managers are characterized as being more open with
colleagues and are consensus builders who encourage wider participa-
tion in decision-making. She contrasts this style with the old command
and control style that has dominated US corporations, not coincidentally
led by male managers. Ms. Nelton, however, supports the importance
of men and women learning the strengths of each others' styles, as
opposed to one approach being necessarily better than the other. What
has been missing in these discussions is the inclusion of a broader range
of leadership styles that directly impact on motivation, effort, and per-
formance. Most of the prior research comparing male and female leaders
has been restricted to a very narrow range of leadership styles.

THE CHANGING FACE OE ORGANIZATIONS

The traditional top-down hierarchical organization that favored dicta-
tion by authority seems to be giving way to a call for more caring and
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concern about relationships and collaboration across levels. Indeed, in
the list of the 100 best organizations for which to work, many of the
organizational characteristics differentiating the best firms from the total
represent traditional feminine qualities such as concern for the individu-
al, devotion to others, family orientation, sharing, being helpful, and
promoting collaboration (Levering, Moskowitz, & Katz, 1985). Writing
in the Harvard Business Review, Judith Rosener (1990) concluded that
women leaders are more likely to structure flatter organizations and to
emphasize frequent contact and sharing of information in webs of inclu-
sion.

In comparing men and women managers, it should be asked: (1)
whether women are different as managers, (2) why they are different,
and (3) whether they are better than their male counterparts, as Helgesen
(1990) claimed. This approach leads to an obvious question—What is
leadership? Work in the leadership field prior to 1980 defined a good
leader as someone who integrated getting the work done (task-
orientation) with concern (consideration) for those doing the work. In
the frequent transactions that occur between leaders and followers, fol-
lowers were commended if they complied or disciplined if they failed.
These transactions formed the basis of highly popular training programs
such as Blake and Mouton's (Blake & Mouton, 1964) Managerial Grid
and Hersey and Blanchard's (Hersey & Blanchard, 1977) Situational
Leadership Theory.

Recent research (Bass & Avolio, 1993) shows that followers are more
motivated, productive, and satisfied when their leaders add transforma-
tional leadership to these base transactional styles. As argued by Bass
(1985), leaders evaluated as transformational move followers to go be-
yond their self-interests to concerns for their group or organization.
They help followers develop to higher levels of potential. Such leaders
diagnose the needs of their followers and then elevate those needs to
initiate and promote development. They align followers around a com-
mon purpose, mission, or vision. They provide a sense of purpose and
future orientation; they are role models followers want to emulate. They
encourage followers to question basic assumptions underlying prob-
lems, to consider problems from new and unique perspectives, and to
accept challenges as opportunities. They work with followers to elevate
expectations, needs, abilities, and moral character.

Evidence (that we and our colleagues have gathered from several
thousand executives, managers, supervisors, and administrators in in-
dustrial, military, educational, health care, and not-for-profit organiza-
tions) confirms that leaders rated higher by followers on transformational
leadership behaviors generate greater effort, performance, and satisfac-
tion (Bass & Avolio, 1990). (A partial summary of this work is presented in
Exhibit 1).

A primary measure of transformational leadership has been the Mul-
tifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ), developed by Bass and Avolio
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Exhibit 1. Summary of Results Regarding Transformational Leadership.

• Unit cohesion and morale were bigher among Marine helicopter squadrons led
by officers rated higher by tbeir direct reports on transformational leadership
(Salter, 1987).

• Business units led by senior Canadian executives wbo were rated higber on
transformational leadership were evaluated a year later as more effective and
satisfying units to work in. Those units were also more productive (Avolio &
Howell, 1993).

• Membership growth and Sunday attendance were greater for Methodist min-
isters rated bigher on transformational leadership (Onnen, 1987).

• School principals of middle schools in New York State that were recognized by
awards for their highly innovative programs were evaluated by their staff as
displaying more transformational leadership behavior (Gorham, 1991).

• Executive champions of innovation were rated higher in transformational lead-
ership than non-champions in Canadian firms (Howell & Higgins, 1990).

• Industrial research and development teams were more effective if headed by
transformational project leaders (Keller, 1990).

(1990). The MLQ is comprised of four distinct transformational leader-
sbip factors: idealized influence or charisma, inspirational motivation,
intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration (Avolio, Wald-
man, &: Yammarino, 1991). For ease of recall, tbese factors are referred to
as tbe "4 I's" of transformational leadership. A brief definition of eacb
factor is presented below: •

• Idealized Influence or Charisma: Generally defined witb respect to fol-
lower reactions to the leader as well as the leaders' behavior. Fol-
lowers identify witb and emulate tbese leaders; the leaders are
trusted and viewed as having articulated an attainable mission and
vision. Such leaders are thoroughly respected, have much referent
power, maintain high standards, and set cballenging goals for their
followers. Sample item: Has my trust in his or her ability to over-
come any obstacle.

• Inspirational Motivation: May or may not overlap witb idealized in-
fluence or cbarlsmatic leadership, depending on bow much fol-
lowers seek to identify with tbe leader. The leader provides symbols
and simplified emotional appeals to increase awareness and under-
standing of mutually desired goals. He/sbe elevates follower expec-
tations. Sample item: Uses symbols and images to focus our efforts.

• Intellectual Stimidation: Followers are encouraged to question their
old way of doing things or to break witb tbe past. Followers are
supported for questioning tbeir own values, beliefs and expecta-
tions, as well as tbose of tbe leader and organization. Followers are
also supported for tbinking on tbeir own, addressing challenges,
and considering creative ways to develop themselves. Sample item:
Enables me to think about old problems in new ways.
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• Individualized Consideration: Followers are treated differently but eq-
uitably on a one-to-one basis. Not only are their needs recognized
and perspectives raised, but their means of more effectively ad-
dressing goals and challenges are dealt with. Witb Individualized
Consideration, assignments are delegated to followers to provide
learning opportunities. Sample item: Coaches me if 1 need it.

Thus, the behaviors and actions tbat represent eacb of tbese cbarac-
teristics comprise wbat bas been referred to as transformational leader-
sbip.

COMPARING MALE AND FEMALE MANAGERS WITH A
BROADER RANGE OF LEADERSHIP STYLES

To our knowledge, tbere has been relatively little discussion compar-
ing men and women managers on transformational leadersbip. Besides
tbe occasional anecdotal account (e.g.: Women tend to be more empatbet-
ic and tberefore should be more individually considerate in tbe transforma-
tional sense), tbere have been no direct comparisons between male and
female managers on leadership characteristics tbat seem to bave the
greatest impact on individual, group, and organizational performance.

Tbe results reported below whicb compare men and women manag-
ers come from an investigation in wbicb the MLQ survey was used. The
MLQ made it possible to gatber data using behavioral items sucb as "He
or sbe presents a vision to spur us on." Tbis item represented inspira-
tional motivation. Eighty items were rated by 582 male and 219 female
direct reports, eacb of wbom evaluated one of 150 male or 79 female
managers. The target managers came from six Fortune 500 firms and
were drawn mainly from tbe top tbree levels of management. Eacb
manager distributed tbe MLQ to tbree to five of bis or ber direct reports.
Tbe managers were also told that they would receive feedback on the
MLQ at an upcoming training worksbop. All respondents were assured
tbat tbeir responses would remain anonymous.

Contrary to the shibboleths that women dislike working for women
or the converse, that each sex will favor its own kind, results were the
same whether tbe followers rating tbeir respective managers were men
or women. Women managers, on average, were judged more effective
and satisfying to work for as well as more likely to generate extra effort
from their people. Women were also rated bigber tban men on tbree of
tbe "4 I's" comprising transformational leadersbip. Sucb female leaders
were rated as baving more idealized influence or cbarisma, being inspi-
rational and individually considerate tban were tbeir male counterparts.
Althougb rated bigber on intellectual stimulation, this difference was
not large enough to be considered reliable. There were no significant
differences for ratings of male and female leaders on scales representing
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LEADERSHIP SCALE
Men Higher

than Women
Woman Higher

than Men

Idealized Influence

Inspirational Motivation

Intellectual Stimulation

Individualized Consideration

Contingent Reward

Management-By-Exception (Active)

Management-By-Exception (Passive)

Laissez-Faire

Extra Etiort

Effectiveness

SatistacUon

Figure 1. Mean differences among men and women managers in MLQ
scores when rated by subordinates.

transactional contingent reward nor laissez-faire styles of leadership. The
contingent reward scale in the MLQ represents leadership behaviors
that focus on clarifying expectations and agreements with followers, as
well as recognizing successful performance. As seen in Figure I, the
women managers were higher in all the transformational leadership
scales (statistically significant for idealized influence [charisma] and in-
dividualized consideration), and in the outcomes of extra effort, effec-
tiveness, and satisfaction with the leaders. Men were rated higher in
management-by-exception (intervening to correct followers' mistakes)
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and laissez-faire leadership, both less proactive styles linked to less effec-
tive outcomes.

The profile that emerges here is of a female manager who is seen as a
more proactive role model by followers, who is trusted and respected,
and who shows greater concern for the individual needs of her fol-
lowers.

SOME ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATIONS

Paradoxically, male chauvinism also could be an explanation of our
results, with the argument that women have to be that much better
leaders than their male counterparts to attain the same positions of
responsibility and levels of success as men. The opposite can also be
argued by suggesting that affirmative action has pushed women faster
and higher than justified by their competencies. Further, the range of
organizations included in this study suggests that there may be other
factors in operation to help explain these results.

One explanation may lie in the expectations or stereotypes main-
tained by followers that male leaders have to live up to higher standards
than do female leaders. Women leaders may have been judged more
leniently by their followers as they were expected to do poorly because
of negative stereotypes, but actually did better than expected. Stereo-
types may still persist that women are less suited for management than
men. Consciously or not, women may be seen as being deficient for
managerial roles (Epstein, 1991). Conversely, male leaders were seen as
not living up to their followers' expectations and were judged more
severely. This may also have occurred and would require a systematic
examination of the expectations that followers have of male versus fe-
male leaders. Since most managers are typically required to get their
work units to perform at acceptable levels, it is our opinion that it is
unlikely that such differences in expectations could be maintained over
time. Before drawing any firm conclusion, however, this alternative ex-
planation should be examined more closely.

We think a better and more plausible explanation for the observed
differences regarding transformational leadership ratings may lie in the
tendencies of women to be more nurturing, interested in others, and
more socially sensitive. This position is consistent with that of Judith
Rosener (1990), who argued that women leaders are more likely than
men to encourage participation, to enhance the self-worth of others, and
to get followers to trade off their self-interests for the overall good of the
organization. Women leaders may simply display qualities more in line
with transformational leadership, which in turn makes them more effec-
tive in the eyes of their followers. Again, and as we stated at the outset,
these are the same qualities that organizations appear to be validating as
being essential to effective leadership.
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Among the particular strengths Jean Baker Miller (1986) attributes to
women wbicb might explain our results, are tbe ability of women to
accept tbeir vulnerability while men are more likely to react in anger
when confronted by their weaknesses. According to Miller's psycho-
analytic views, women also are allowed to accept their feelings of fear;
men develop tendencies to reject such feelings. Women are more often
encouraged not to discount emotions, feelings, and intuition; to help
others to develop; and to assume greater responsibility for cooperation.
Caring for otbers enbances women's self-esteem. Much effort is being
made by women to break out of earlier limiting roles to become a new
kind of person. They are becoming the best proponents of human po-
tential according to MiUer. Our results may also reflect how much lead-
ers as seen by Block (1993) should be the servants of followers, provid-
ing tbem witb tbe resources and autonomy to do tbeir work.

According to Kuhnert and Lewis (1987), tbere is also a strong compo-
nent of moral values in tbe bebavior typically exhibited by transforma-
tional leaders. And Powell, Posner, and Schmidt (1984) have sbown tbat
it is women managers wbo tend to sbow more concern for otbers than
do men wben dealing witb etbical and moral considerations. Wben it
comes to moral reasoning, women focus on care and responsibility, men
on rights and justice. Again, women in our sample may bave been seen
as more transformational to tbe degree tbat tbey are less self-serving in
tbeir leadership style.

Finally, the differences observed between male and female managers
may be due to tbe notion tbat men and women generally perceive the
world differently and tberefore communicate differently (Gilligan, 1982).
For women, the world is a network of connections in which support and
consensus are sought and confirmed. For men, tbe world is made up of
individuals in a hierarchical social order in whicb life is a competitive
struggle for success, tbe gaining of independence and advantage over
otbers, and avoiding tbe loss of power (Tannen, 1990). Male leaders are
more inclined to pay more attention to fairness and rules and are more
attuned to focusing on failings of tbeir followers, rather than caring
about tbem as individuals as women leaders appear to be more likely to
do (Brockner & Adsit, 1986).

CONCLUSIONS

In sum, we must add to Alice Eagly's and B. T. Jobnson's (1990) dictum
tbat "tbe view . . . tbat women and men lead in tbe same way sbould be
very substantially revised" (p. 248). It must also be noted tbat women
managers, on average, tend to be more transformational and more proac-
tive in addressing problems. As a consequence, tbey are likely to be seen
as more effective and satisfying as leaders by botb tbeir male and female
followers. Unfortunately, tbe glass ceiling may keep organizations from
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tbe best use of tbeir management potential, and perbaps it is time the
glass ceiling was shattered. Equally important, women may need to
revise their own views of what leads to successful advancement in organi-
zations. Tom Peters reminded us that the days of women succeeding by
learning to play men's games are gone. Instead men now have to learn to
play women's games (Peters & Waterman, 1982). The move toward flat-
tening organizations with authority less concentrated at tbe top will
require a different strategy of leadersbip tban bas dominated organiza-
tions in tbe past. This strategy should not be recognized for being more
feminine but rather for tbe fact tbat it comprises tbe most appropriate
leadersbip bebaviors to develop followers to acbieve tbeir bigbest levels
of potential.
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